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“Brazil’s makeup market has a few challenges to face.
There is still a small number of brands focusing on social
inclusion and individuality or developing products aimed
at older generations. In addition, products such as
eyeliners, blushes, and illuminators are more likely to be
used for a special occasion only."
– Juliana Martins, Beauty and Personal Care
Senior Specialist
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Eyeliners are more likely to be used for a special occasion
Lip makeup with natural ingredients appeals to older generations
Almost half of the Brazilian women do not use facial illuminator

The consumer survey conducted for this Report reveals which products Brazilian women use for a
typical day and which items they use for a special occasion. There are opportunities to boost use of
makeups that are used sporadically, such as eyeliners, highlighters, and blushes. In addition, the
survey also reveals the benefits sought by consumers when it comes to facial, eyes and lip makeups,
the innovations they are interested in and the technologies that appeal to them.
There are opportunities to innovate in terms of textures and formats in order to encourage consumers
to use these products on a daily basis. Products that can be used on the go and that can be intermixed,
creating unique and customized colors, can also appeal to customers.
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Case Studies
Glossier becomes an absolute success in the US thanks to its proximity to customers
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CoverGirl reaches more than 30 million people with a video that supports individuality

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
There is space to boost consumption of BB/CC creams, eyeliners and blushes
Illuminators can innovate with gel/jelly format
Mascaras can offer more convenience with packaging that facilitates use on the go
Lip makeups with matte effect bring many opportunities
Survey reveals interests in innovations
Brazilian women have an interest in technologies that help them choose makeup products

Products Used and Usage Occasions
BB/CC creams can focus on protection against external aggressors such as pollution
Figure 23: Products used and usage occasions, foundation and BB/CC cream, for a typical day – Brazil, May 2019
There are opportunities to increase daily usage of eyeliners
Figure 24: Products used and usage occasions, mascara and eye pencil/eyeliner – Brazil, May 2019
Women who are employed may be interested in fast-drying nail polishes
Figure 25: Products used and usage occasions, nail polish, by working status – Brazil, May 2019
‘Draping’ technique could boost usage of blush on normal days
Figure 26: Products used and usage occasions, blush – Brazil, May 2019

Benefits Sought – Facial Makeup
Illuminators in gel format can bring innovation to the segment
Figure 27: Benefits Sought – Facial makeup – Brazil, May 2019
Long-wear and sun protection stand out when it comes to facial makeup
Figure 28: TURF analysis – Benefits sought – Facial makeup – Brazil, May 2019
Oil-free facial makeup can be communicated directly to young consumers
Figure 29: Benefits sought – Facial makeup, oil-free, by age group – Brazil, May 2019

Benefits Sought – Mascara
Volumizing mascara can stand out with on-the-go packages
Figure 30: Benefits sought – Mascara – Brazil, May 2019
Analysis reveals the benefits offered by the ideal mascara
Figure 31: TURF analysis – Benefits sought – Mascara – Brazil, May 2019

Benefits Sought – Lip Makeup
Lipsticks with matte finish still bring opportunities
Figure 32: Benefits sought – Lip makeup – Brazil, May 2019
Ideal lip makeup is moisturizing, long-wear and plumping
Figure 33: TURF analysis – Benefits sought – Lip makeup – Brazil, May 2019
Women aged 45+ have an interest in lip makeups with natural ingredients
Figure 34: Benefits sought – Lip makeup, natural ingredients, by age group – Brazil, May 2019
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Makeup formats could innovate more to be used on the go
Figure 35: Interest in products – Brazil, May 2019
Multipurpose products could have special launches for Mother’s Day
Figure 36: Interest in products, multipurpose makeup, by children in the household – Brazil, May 2019
Makeups that can be mixed to create unique colors appeal to Millennials
Figure 37: Interest in products, customized makeup, by generation – Brazil, May 2019

Interests in Technology
Millennials are more likely to use apps that allow you to “try on” makeup
Figure 38: Interests in technology – Brazil, May 2019
Figure 39: ColourMe app launch at Watsons – Malaysia, June 2019
Women need help to understand which products suit their skin
Figure 40: Interests in technology, by selected technology and age group – Brazil, May 2019
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Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Market size and forecast
Figure 41: Retail sales of color cosmetics, by value - Brazil, 2014-19
Market share
Figure 42: Leading companies’ retail sales share of color cosmetics, by value - Brazil, 2017-18
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